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ABSTRACT 
The lattice of convex subsets of a real vector space is characterized, and conditions 
for modularity in the lattice are obtained. 
The fol lowing axioms characterize the lattice L of convex sets in a 
vector space over an ordered skew field. By adding, two further axioms 
we obtain the reals as our coordinatizing field, and answer a problem 
in Birkhoff [2]. 
We adopt  the convention that all lower case Latin letters with or without 
subscripts with the exception of  r, s, t, and u will represent atoms of  L, 
while r, s, t and u will represent arbitrary elements of L. 
Al l  terms used are ordinary lattice theoretic terms with the fol lowing 
exceptions: 
DEFINITION. a v b and c v d are said to be skew if g e, f ,  g, h such 
thata  v b ~<e v fandc  v d~<gvh,  then(ev f )  ^ (gv  h) =0.  
DEFINITION. a v b and c v d are said to be parallel iff a v b and c v d 
are skew and 
[(a v c) ^ (b v d)] v [ (av  d )^ (b v c)]=/=O. 
Let L be a complete atomic upper-continuous lattice with join dense 
atoms satisfying the fol lowing axioms: 
(1) [e,d ~a v b, e~;~d] ~ [e ~a v d i f f c  ~b v d]. 
(2) [e ~a v e ,d~b v e] ~ [(b v c) ^ (a vd)~0] .  
(3) [a ~ xl v ... v x~] ~ [3 b ~ xl v ... v xn_~, such thata  ~< b v xn]. 
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(4) [Va, b3csuchthatb  ~<av cbutc4 ;avb] .  
(5) 3 a, b, c and t such that (a v b) and (c v d) are skew but not parallel. 
(6) [e A (a v b) = 0, aA(bvc)=0andbA(avc)=0]  ~ [3dsuch  
that (c v d) [i (a v b); and if ( cve)  l l (avb)  3 f g such that 
(c v dv  e) ~( fvg) ] .  
We think of the atoms of L as points and the joins of two distinct atoms 
as segments. We define (ab)  = {c[c  ~ a v b}. By using axiom 3 and 
induction we can show that, if Y is a set of atoms, then d ~< V Y implies 
there exists Ya (finite) _C y such that d ~< V Yd. Furthermore, if Y is a 
set of  atoms such that a ,b~Y=~(ab)  CC- Y, then d~ V Y=>d~Y.  
Thus we have a correspondence b tween the lattice elements and certain 
sets of  atoms whose characterization coincides with our intuitive notion 
of  convexity. 
For a, b ~ L, a ~ b, we define 
l(ab) = {c l c ~<avb,  a ~ b v c or b <~ a v c}. 
We define l(aa) to be a. It is clear that l(ab) ~ L for all a and b. Prenowitz 
in [5] has defined a dependence relation and closed elements in a lattice 
using this dependence. We repeat his definitions here and show that his 
closed elements in our convex lattice are exactly our affine ones. 
DEFINITION. We say r is dependent on {xl ..... x,} in L iff 3 an arrange- 
ment of  the x~ such that 
but 
(x~ 1 v ... v x~,) a (x~ v ... v x~,) = 0 
(r V Xtl V "'" V Xin ) A (Xjl V "'" V Xjn ) ~ O. 
DEFINITION. We say that r e L is closed in the sense o f  Prenowitz iff 
whenever p is dependent on {Pl ..... Pn} with p~ ~< r then p ~ r. 
We can now prove that an element r E L is closed in the sense of  
Prenowitz iff whenever x, y ~< r then l(x, y)  <. r. We wish to call such 
elements affine. 
We can now prove that, for r e L, r is affine iff M(s,  r) for all s E L. 
(This proof  follows along the lines of  a proof  in Prenowitz.) One can give 
examples to show that the affine elements do not form a sublattice of  
L. However, they do form a meet-sublattice of L. 
We can easily verify the expected properties of a line, i.e., if x and y 
are distinct with x, y <~ l(ab) then l (xy) = l(ab), and if l (xy) ~ l(ab) 
then l (xy) ^ l(ab) ~ an atom or 0. 
We can show that, for r, s e L with r ^ s ---- 0 and x in L such that 
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xAr=0andxAs=0,  then either (r v x) As=0or (svx)Ar=0.  
This is the lattice theoretic form of the Kakutani lemma. By using a Zorn 
lemma argument one can show Stone's theorem, i.e., that if r A S = 0 
then3r  ~t ,s  <~usuchthat t  A u=0andt  v u -~ 1. 
If  a, b, and c are such that a ~ l(bc), then we can think of a v b v c 
intuitively as a triangle, and we can show that l(ab) v l(bc) behaves like 
a plane, i.e., the smallest affine set containing a, b, and c. We show that 
axiom 6 is the ordinary parallel axiom, and define an equivalence relation 
on the atoms of our lattice in a "plane" l(ab) v l(ac) by stating that, for 
a line l(a, b), 
e t(a0)'~ J" iff e v ,['.~ l(ab) or (e v f )  ^ l(ab) = O. 
We can think of a tetrahedron in a usual manner, and show that 
"3-dimensional" affine space is the union of all lines through points of 
the "tetrahedron." In fact, for r ~ L, the smallest affine element containing 
r is U {z in L j z <~ l(xy) for some x, y ~ r}. We use a result of Maeda [4] 
to show that, if r is in the affine lattice, then M(r, x) holds in L for all x. 
We can also show that the affme lattice has the atomic exchange property 
by proving that, for r affine with x A r = O, then the join of x and r in 
the affine lattice covers r. 
We use a result of MacLane's paper [3] to define affine independence 
and the invariance of the cardinality of a basis. 
We can show the transitivity of parallelism, define parallel planes, and 
show that if s is a plane such that s A X ---- 0 then 3 a plane t such that 
x <~ t and s II t. Desargue's theorem also followsmboth the planar and the 
non-planar cases. 
At this point we can show that, for x E L, K~ = {r I r affine and x ~< r) 
is an irreducible projective geometry. In fact axiom 5 can be weakened to 
postulate only three independent points, and the proof will go through. 
Using axiom 5 as originally stated it can be shown that, for x and y 
distinct, Kx and K~ are lattice isomorphic. 
We now apply standard coordinatization techniques following the 
methods used in Artin [1] and obtain a coordinatization of our affine 
planes by an ordered division ring. In order to conclude that this ordered 
division ring is the real numbers, we need an Archimedean axiom and 
local compactness. 
Let y ~x  vz ,  y3~x,z .  We say (x vy)~(y  v z) iff whenever 
(p  v q)H(x v y) with (p v x)H(y  v q) then (p  v y)H (q v z). 
Axiom (7). Let y~<xvz .  Then 3x=y0,y :=y  ..... Yn such that 
(y.i v Yi+l) "~ (Y~+X v Yi+2), i = 0,..., n -- 2, and  z ~ Yn-: v yn. By 
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taking y = "r(x) with -r a translation, we have Artin's version of  the 
Archimedean axiom. 
AxIoM (8). Suppose {x~, Y~},~a is a set such that a ~< x v y :~ 3 a e A 
such that a ~ x~ v y~, a :/: x~, y~. Suppose furthermore that ~/d, e, f ,  
{x~, Y~}~a, 3 g, h such that d v e v f ~ g v h. Then 3 B C A, B finite 
such thata~xvy  ~3aeBsuchthata  <~x~vy~,a : / :x~,y~.  
The axioms (7) and (8) give us a locally compact Archimedean ordered 
division ring which makes our coordinatizing field be the reals. 
Let us call a lattice satisfying axioms (1) to (8) a real convexity lattice. 
Using the invariance of  the cardinality of  a basis, we can next characterize 
the lattice L,~ of convex subsets of  a real n-dimensional vector space. 
A convex polyhedron in real n-space is an element of  Ln which can be 
written as a finite join of atoms [2, Problem 29]. 
We can characterize modularity in a convexity lattice as follows. 
For r , s~L  with r ^s= 0, M(r,s)  i f f r  h g=0 where g is the affine 
closure ofs .  For, i f r  ^g=0andt  %s , ( t  v r )  As -={b i lb i  <~civ  ai; 
bi <~ s, ci <<. t and ai <<. r}. bi ~ t =~ ai <<. l(bici) ~ g, a contradiction. 
Thus we can show that (t v r) A S = t V (r A S) = t and modularity 
obtains. Conversely, if r ^ g =/: 0, we take x ~< r A g. Then x ~ l(blb~) 
for b~ distinct and under s. Since r A S = 0, X ~ bl v b~. I f  bx ~ x v b2, 
then (b2 v r) ^ s if= b2 but b2 v (r ^ s) = b2 so (r, s) is not a modular pair. 
For r, s ~ L with r ^ s =/z O, M(r, s) iff for all a~ ~< r, b~, b~. ~< s with 
b~<~aivb i ,  bi:/:b~; then 3 d~<r^ssuch  that d<<.a ivb i .  I f  the 
condition holds and t ~< s, then x ~< (t v r) ^ s, x ~< c~ v a~ for e~, 
a~ under t and r, respectively. Thus, if x ~ ci,  there exists d ~ r ^ s such 
thatd~<a~v c~.E i therd~<xv c~ord~<xva~,and inbothcases i t  
is easy to show thatx~tv  (r ^s) .Thustv ( r^s) : ( t  v r )  hsand  
M(r, s) holds. Conversely if bj :/: b~ both under s with b~ <~ bi v ai,  
bi v (r h S) = (bi v r) ^ s. Since bj ~ (bi v r) ^ s, b~ ~ bi v d for some 
d<~rhs .  
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